
PACC MEMBER DISCOUNT WITH ADAM TRAVEL 
 
All PACC members are entitled to a discount when purchasing air tickets, cruises, and vacations 
packages with Adam Travel. The amount of the discount is calculated at the time of purchase, 
and varies depending on destination, time of travel, and availability. Discount offered could be 
as little as $0.00, $5.00, or more than $1,000.00. The amount of a discount always depends on 
an individual transaction. 
 
Adam Travel is a B2B company, therefore we do not offer any discounts to direct clients. But 
because we treat PACC as one of our Sub-Agents, we can extend a discount to each member of 
PACC, who provides us with a special number while requesting pricing of any itinerary. 
 
Please contact the PACC office at 1-773-205-1998 or info@polishamericanchamber.org to 
obtain the special number which has to be provided during the initial contact with our agent. 
 
To obtain a discount all members who have the discount special number are requested to 
contact only the agent assigned to PACC account - Ewelina Szuba. 
 
For all inquiries, please contact Ewelina at: 
 
312-423-4605 
 
ewelina.moldawa@adamtravel.net 
 
 
A discount is available for majority international flights, vacation packages (all major vacation 
packages suppliers: Apple Vac, Funjet, GoGo, Southwest Vac., United Vac., and more), majority 
Tour Operator Packages, and all Cruise packages. 
 
 
We can pass a discount to a PACC member only when we are able to do so. That's why in 
some instances no discount will be available.  
 
This discount doesn't apply to following: 
- domestic flights (including Hawaii) 
- hotel only reservations 
- rent-a-car only reservations 
- some air flight tickets not originating in USA 
 
Because Travel Industry is very volatile, prices could change literary in a split of a second. With 
all information generally available online via booking engines, it is possible that in some 
instances (very rarely) our prices for some itineraries won't be competitive with online offers, 
but in most cases PACC members will significantly benefit from our offer. 
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